
25%
$130,000

Interested in seeing how a qualifying longevity annuity contract 

(QLAC) can help you put money aside now so you can have a 

guaranteed, steady stream of income in the future?1 Start by filling  

out the worksheet on the following pages with your advisor. 

Total QLAC premiums are limited to the lesser of:2

Prior year QLAC contributions can also affect the amount of your 

eligible contribution. Please review the following worksheet to help 

determine your eligible contribution.

1 Guarantees are based on the claims-paying ability of Principal Life Insurance Company.
2  The dollar limit applies across all qualified retirement plans and IRAs (excluding Roth and Inherited IRAs) collectively. The 

percentage limit applies to each qualified plan separately and to IRAs on an aggregate basis. There are restrictions on how 
premium limit rules can be applied. There are also restrictions on how qualified plan assets can rollover to a QLAC. It’s your 
responsibility to ensure QLAC premium limitations are met. Roth IRAs and Inherited IRAs cannot be treated as a QLAC.

Hold up. 
Refresh my memory.  
What’s a QLAC?

A QLAC provides you with the 

opportunity to defer a portion 

of your required minimum 

distributions up to age 85. By 

deferring a portion of income 

to a later date, you delay paying 

taxes on money you may not 

need early in retirement. In 

addition, this gives you the ability 

to create a larger income later  

in retirement. A deferred income 

annuity can be established as  

a QLAC as long as certain criteria 

are met. It’s important to note 

that you generally won’t have 

access to these funds during 

the deferral period.
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Determining your eligible assets for QLAC

The first step is to identify your existing tax-qualified retirement plan and IRA assets, and any QLAC contributions 

you made in previous years.

Eligible IRA accounts

Only include QLACs held under IRAs. Don’t include QLACs held under other qualified plans.

QLAC IRA contributions (made in either the current year or previous years)

Only include QLACs held under IRAs. Don’t include QLACs held under other qualified plans.

Eligible IRA accounts Where to find Previous 12/31 fair market value

Traditional IRA(s) Form 5498, box 5 $

SEP IRA(s) Form 5498, box 5 $

Simple IRA(s) Form 5498, box 5 $

QLAC IRA(s) Form 1098-Q, box 4 $

Where to find Total premiums

Previous years: Form 1098-Q, box 3 $

Any current year QLAC contributions $

$ Total #2Total premiums

Non-eligible accounts

These accounts aren’t necessarily relevant for QLAC IRA eligibility, but may be helpful for review.

Non-eligible accounts Where to find Previous 12/31 fair market value

Roth IRA(s) Form 5498, box 5 $

Inherited IRA(s) Form 5498, box 5 $

Non-qualified accounts(s) Periodic statements $

Tax-qualified retirement plans  
(401(k), 403(b), 457(b), etc.)

Periodic statements $

$Total assets

Total #1Total assets $



Calculations

Take the amounts from the previous page and apply totals 1 and 2 to determine what you’re eligible  

to contribute this year.

Where to find Total premiums

Previous years: Form 1098-Q, box 3 $

Any current year QLAC contributions $

$Total premiums

25% of total prior year-end IRA balances

Enter the amounts from the color-coded boxes on the previous page.

$130,000 dollar amount

Include premiums paid into all your QLACs (if applicable) including those held under IRAs and qualified plans.

Determining your 
eligible contribution
Your eligible contribution amount is 
the lesser of what you calculated in 
the color coded boxes on the right:

$ $

$

$

Total #1 X 25% ==

$130,000

––

––

Total #2

$

$

$

$

Total amount

Total amount

Total amount

Total amountvs.

$



Withdrawals before age 59½ are subject to a 10% IRS penalty.

The subject matter in this communication is provided with the understanding that Principal® is not rendering legal, accounting, or tax advice.  
You should consult with appropriate counsel or other advisors on all matters pertaining to legal, tax, or accounting obligations and requirements.

Annuities are issued by Principal Life Insurance Company, a member of the Principal Financial Group®, Des Moines, IA 50392.
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The difference of reducing your RMDs for just five years could have 
measurable impact in extending your retirement savings. 

Contact your financial professional to learn more about the QLAC 
solution and how it can help you meet your retirement goals.

Not FDIC or NCUA insured

May lose value • Not a deposit • No bank or credit union guarantee
Not insured by any Federal government agency


